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use + care

step 1: urchin shade is shipped in a compressed flat pack form.

· Intended for indoor / dry use only.

step 2: Expand urchin shade and turn the two flat faces with magnetic connectors toward
each other and let magnets connect.

· The honeycomb structure is intended to expand, contract and flex in an elastic way
that transforms the shape of the light. Curiosity and play should be done with a level of
gentle care. urchin may lose some of its elastic tension with excessive movement and
stretching. Should this happen, rest the shade to regain tension and shape memory by
compressing to original flat pack form, lay flat, apply weight such as a big book and
leave for 24 hours.

step 3: Freely change the shape of urchin into myriad forms with gentle manipulation.
Releasing the magnetic connectors allows you to turn the shade inside out and discover
another whole family of forms. You will notice one side gives you straight walled forms
such as cylinders and cones while the other side gives you more organic curved forms
reminiscent of sea creatures.

· The surface of LED disc can be warm to touch, use care when handling.
· Handle urchin on a clean horizontal surface with clean hands to keep the textile material
fresh and unmarked.
· Although the textile material is antistatic so that it does not attract dust, periodic dusting
by reversing a vacuum cleaner to be a blower or with a compressed air canister is
recommended.
· The textile can be gently cleaned with mild soap and water and a non-abrasive cloth.
Avoid abrasive cleaners as they may damage the material. Leave urchin in open shape to
dry. Never clean the textile while the electrical component is plugged in.
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